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Sammanfattning 

Den här rapporten handlar om att implementera grafiskt användargränssnitt för CatFish-

webbplatsen. CatFish-projektet är iterativ forskning om vattenföroreningar där prover från 

vattenförekomster övervakas och samlas in med tre olika fordon. Författarna till denna rapport, 

frontend-teamet, har skapat en webbplats som syftar till att representera insamlade data från 

fordonen i form av olika typer av diagram, visa live-videoströmning och ge CatFish-teamet 

möjligheten att fjärrstyra fordonen. Våra resultat har visat att webbplatsen är funktionell, 

användarvänlig och redo att hostas och användas.  

Abstract 

This report is about implementing Graphical User Interface for the CatFish website. The 

CatFish project is iterative research on water pollution where samples from water bodies are 

monitored and collected using three different vehicles. The authors of this report, the frontend 

team, have created a website that aims to represent collected data from the vehicles in the form 

of diagrams and charts. It also shows live video streaming and gives the CatFish team the ability 

to control the vehicles remotely. Our results have shown that the website is functional, user-

friendly, and ready to be hosted and used. 
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1 Introduction 

The Problem of Water Pollution 

Water pollution occurs when harmful substances, chemicals, or microorganisms, reach a water 

source like a river, lake, sea, or other water bodies [1]. Currently, human activities are the main 

source of pollution, and both humankind and wildlife are the most impacted by it [2]. Water 

pollution causes many diseases, which could have severe health impacts. The first step to 

address this massive problem is to assess the current situation through observations and 

measurements of samples collected from the targeted water bodies. Traditional methods to 

collect samples and perform lab tests are costly and time-consuming. The samples should be 

taken from different water depths, including the surface and bottom. In addition to that, and to 

get accurate data, samples should be taken multiple times per day at different times of the year 

because the weather conditions of the different seasons can affect the water quality. 

The CatFish Project 

The CatFish project started as a student project at the master's program in industrial innovation 

three years ago; after that, it became a continuous research and collaboration project that 

engages researchers, students, and external actors. During those years, CatFish launched its 

first and second prototypes, and this year 2022, the third prototype will be launched. 

The CatFish research monitors water quality by taking samples from water bodies using three 

vehicles (Cat, Fish, and Bird) and analyzing the collected data. 

• The uncrewed vehicle on the water's surface referred to as the Cat, has four sensors: 

pH-sensor, Dissolved Oxygen, NICO plus, a low-cost UV photometer to determine 

nitrate levels, and colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM). 

• The uncrewed underwater vehicle, called the Fish, has three sensors, an optical sensor 

for dissolved oxygen, a pH sensor, and a sonar that measures the water depth. 

• The uncrewed aircraft, called the Bird (drone), will fly to record and transmit videos of 

the targeted water bodies and the operations of the Cat and Fish vehicles. 

These vehicles will help us get real-time data from the water. After that, the collected data 

would be sent to our servers; then came the process of turning this raw data into information. 

The main goal of collecting data from water bodies through a system of vehicles is to collect 

high-quality data on the water to detect water pollution and reduce its impact on humans and 

wildlife. This unique way of taking samples will save time, energy, and money; furthermore, 

we will be getting more accurate information about the tested water [3]. 
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The work on the third prototype 3.0 of the CatFish project would be divided into different 

teams as follows: 

• Front-end development team: the authors of this report will create a graphical user 

interface GUI for the CatFish website, where the data will be represented.  

• Back-end development team: responsible for creating a cloud-based solution to 

control and store sensor values of the Cat and Fish vehicles. 

• Design and Manufacturing team: will optimize the design and production of the Cat 

and Fish vehicle. 

• Embedded Hardware team: the task of the Embedded Hardware team is to work with 

the different components found on both the Cat and the Fish. 

1.1 Purpose 

The primary purpose behind our project is to create the UI of the CatFish project website that 

displays dynamic and real-time data. The users (i.e., the CatFish staff) can use the website to 

control the Cat and the Fish and stream a live video whenever they want. The web application 

will also provide a map that visualizes and tracks the location of the vehicles at any point in 

time. 

Front-end development is a way to enable the user to see and interact with the components of 

a website directly. So, the users will see the information they need in a readable and 

understandable way. The frontend's primary responsibility is to create a Graphical User 

Interface (GUI) which is an essential part of developing a good web application because a good 

GUI design helps the user navigate a website in an easy, natural, and engaging interaction 

between users the system used. 

The web application that has been created is internal, so only authorized people will have access 

to it. The internal website is necessary for the team to control the vehicles and keep the collected 

and transmitted data safe. Essential parts of the project will be in collaboration with other teams 

like the back-end team, who will provide the data transmitted to the interface (e.g., sensor data). 

1.2 Related Work  

The problem of water monitoring through the internet has been addressed in the literature. 

Websites and mobile applications have both been used to display sensor data. For example, in 

their article, Srivastava S, Vaddadi S, and Sadistap S [4] propose monitoring water quality 

through sensors and a Smart Water Meter device to transmit the collected data to smartphones 

using Bluetooth protocol. The collected data have been displayed on an android mobile 

application called (Smart Water Meter). Srivastava S, Vaddadi S, Sadistap S.  

Another relevant work is the one by Pasika S and Gandla ST [5]. In their project Smart water 

quality monitoring system, the authors display their collected data using an existing mobile 

application called ThingSpeak. A more profound comparison between their solution and ours 

will be presented in the discussion Section 5.1. 
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1.3 Requirement Specification 

The heads of the CatFish Team specify the requirement of the website. The following are the 

primary requirements for the frontend team: 

• Implementing a monitoring data webpage that contains a data representation for the 

dynamic data in the form of diagrams, a component for weather conditions where the 

current temperature is displayed. 

• Implementing a streaming webpage that contains three components: A map that 

displays the current position of the vehicles, a Remote-Control System (RCS) that 

controls the vehicles by submitting depth (for the Fish), angle, and speed values (for 

the Cat), and a live footage from the Bird.  

• Implementing a live data webpage that displays the collected data coming from 

different sensors in real-time using a functioning fetching protocol. 
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2 Background 
As mentioned above, frontend development is an essential part of creating a well-designed and 

complete web application. The tools used in this process, such as languages and libraries, are 

often changing to match the requirements of the increasing amount of data and the larger scaled 

layouts. This section gives an overview of the most relevant tools and demonstrates the reasons 

behind our choices for this project. Figure 1 shows an example of the structure of a web 

application and the relationship between the different units and languages usually used. 

 

 
Figure 1- Mindmap of a web application 
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2.1 Programming Languages for Web Development: 

2.1.1 JavaScript (JS) and TypeScript (TS) 

JS is a scripting language that helps create dynamically updating content, for example, web 

development. Thus, JS would be suitable for the CatFish website since we will be dealing with 

a regular flow of data from the vehicles’ sensors which translates into a frequently changing 

content [6]. When used in developing web pages, the JS source code is processed by the client’s 

web browser making it a client-side language. 

On the other hand, TS is an extremely powerful programming language, as it is an extension 

of JS, meaning that every JS application is a TS application. TS provides more features and 

good tooling for JS. Those features are introduced in Table 1 below [7]. TS has .ts and .tsx 

extensions. In the CatFish website application, we use the .tsx extension as it supports adding 

JSX elements. JSX is a syntax extension for JS that allows the placement of HTML codes in 

JS files. 

Many programmers prefer to use TS over JS because of features like modules, interfaces, and 

class-based, which are especially useful for large applications. 

2.1.2 Dart 

Dart is a new programming language in the C tradition, designed by Google for client 

development. The language was released in 2013 as a new alternative to building websites, 

mobile apps, and even desktop apps. It is an object-oriented language, where every single value 

running in a Dart program is an object without any exception, even numbers and Boolean. Dart 

is class-based, reified generics and Single-inheritance. Single inheritance means that a class 

can extend another class but only one at a time. In addition, the language has the unique feature 

of being optionally typed, where the programmer could define a variable as untyped and then 

set a type if needed. The programmer could also change the type of this variable without any 

problems. 

Dart has some drawbacks. For example, it has limited online resources reducing our chances 

of finding solutions for the technical problems (bugs, errors) that we might face. Also, Dart is 

designed to deal with single-page applications. However, the CatFish website is a large-scale 

application. On the other hand, TS is more popular, easier to use, and has extensive community 

support compared to Dart. TS is also object-oriented, meaning that it has similar features like 

class-based, generics, and interfaces [8]. Table 1 shows the differences and similarities between 

JS, TS, and Dart. 
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Table 1- Comparison between JS, TS, and Dart. 

 JavaScript (JS) TypeScript (TS) Dart 

Open-

source and 

Free 

JS, TS, and Dart are open-source and free. 

Classed-

based 

language 

No, it is not. It is a 

prototype-based 

language. 

Yes, it is. Yes, it is. 

Declaring 

variables 

is a dynamic typing 

language, and declaring 

variables does not 

include the specification 

of their type. 

The programmer can 

declare variables 

with or without 

using their type. 

The var keyword is used 

to declare a variable. 

Declaring variables does 

not include the 

specification of their 

type. 

Modules does not support it. does support it. does support it. 

Generics does not support it. does support it. does support it. 

Rest 

parameter 

does not support it. does support it. does not support it. 

Interfaces does not support it. does support it. does support it. 

Browsers can be used in browsers. can not be used in 

browsers directly, so 

the compiler must 

convert it into JS to 

be executed. 

can not be used in 

browsers directly. 

Browsers can execute 

Dart code that has been 

compiled to JS. 

When to use The language is neat and 

direct; it is suitable for 

small websites 

is very powerful 

when working with 

large-scale web 

applications. 

is commonly used to 

build mobile apps, but it 

could also be suitable for 

single-page web 

applications. 

Community 

support 

Extensive community 

support. It is easy to find 

solutions for the 

problems and issues 

because it has been 

commonly used since 

1995 

Community support 

is not as significant 

as in JS, but it is 

growing fast; TS was 

invented in 2012 and 

designed by 

Microsoft. 

has limited resources 

online, and it is hard to 

find solutions for the 

problems and issues. 

Syntax All statements are inside 

<script> tags, telling the 

browsers to execute it. 

No need to write the 

statement inside the 

<script> tags. 

Similar to C syntax 
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2.2 HyperText Markup Language (HTML) and Cascading Style 

Sheets (CSS) 

In order to structure and stylize the webpage components and place them in the correct position, 

HTML and CSS are used. Figure 2 depicts how they work together and what every language 

is responsible for.  

 
Figure 2 - An overview of the CSS and HTML working mechanism 
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2.2.1 HTML 

HTML is the standard language for creating web pages, and all web developers are familiar 

with it since it is the main way to structure web pages. HTML ensures proper formatting for 

tables, images, and all kinds of text for the webpage [9]. The browsers will fail to display the 

webpage elements without the HTML. After setting the structure with HTML, Cascading Style 

Sheets (CSS) add the stylization touch to the webpage to make it more aesthetically pleasing. 

2.2.2 CSS 

CSS is the language used to style an HTML document by describing how HTML elements 

should be displayed. CSS ensures that the HTML text and embedded images are laid out 

consistently and displayed appropriately on the user's screen. CSS has developed through the 

years and offers a level of dynamic interactivity which JS only supports. So, now developers 

can do more with CSS than change elements' dimensions and colors. With newly added 

features, developers can add animated transitions and transformations to web pages [9]. 

The advantages of using a combination of CSS and HTML instead of only HTML are the 

following. CSS provides more formatting options than HTML, making it easier to control the 

layout. CSS can improve the webpages loading time because it caches the style sheet such that 

the sheet is only downloaded once. Furthermore, CSS files are separated from HTML files, 

decreasing the file size. Smaller file size means decreasing bandwidth which can improve the 

loading time.  
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2.3 JS Frameworks 

JS frameworks are a collection of JS code libraries that provide web developers pre-written 

code for routine programming tasks [10]. There are three main options for choosing the JS 

frameworks that a web application builds on. The three choices are React, AngularJS, and 

Angular. 

2.3.1 React 

Most web developers use JS frameworks when working on JS, since it is an efficient tool that 

saves time. React provides high-performance, reusable wrapper components and many 

additional open-source libraries and packages. Like many different frameworks and tools, 

React is based on older, more plain/basic versions. Facebook engineers created React to solve 

the challenges of building complex UIs with overtime changeable datasets. Although React 

was initially designed to deal with displaying data, this problem was already solved by the time 

it was developed. React, however, served large-scale UIs, like Facebook and Instagram 

interfaces, where the content and data keep changing over time [11]. 

2.3.1.1 React Router (RR) 

RR is a routing library built with React. The library provides different elements that make the 

React application easier to navigate, for example: 

• Navigation backward and forwards through the web application using a stack 

algorithm.  

• Maintaining the history.  

• Restoring the website status.  

In addition to that, RR renders appropriate page elements when presented with a URL. It 

redirects the user between different routes [12]. 

2.3.2 AngularJS 

AngularJS is a web application framework created by the Angular team at Google. It is 

commonly used for single-page applications. This framework is based on JS, and it helps its 

users to extend HTML vocabulary for their websites, making it an excellent tool for creating 

expressive, clear, and simple applications. It is not suitable for the CatFish website since it is 

not a single-page application [13]. 

2.3.3 Angular 

The same Angular team from Google rewrote AngularJS and created another Angular 

framework based on TS. However, it helps to build both single-page applications and complex 

enterprise-grade apps [14]. 
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2.4 JavaScript Libraries 

A JS library is a collection of prewritten codes designed to help developers optimize and 

perform programming tasks [15]. This section discusses different JS libraries that could be useful 

for implementing the CatFish website. 

2.4.1 Redux 

CatFish dynamic data coming from sensors (i.e., CDOM, Turbidity, TPHD) is medium-term 

data as it changes over time and must remain on the page while the user navigates the website. 

However, the real-time data is short-term since there is no need to be held. So, it will disappear 

when the user leaves the page. Tyler Hoffman dug deeper into each of those terms in his article 
[16]. He defines the short-term state as the data that change rapidly over time. For example, the 

Google Docs word counter changes and updates immediately while a user is typing. Such data 

are better to be stored using React States. Medium-term data, however, sticks for a while in 

apps and then disappears like when a user navigates an app until the user refreshes it. For 

instance, medium-term data can be a form of updating personal information form. This form 

will be stored until the pieces of information get updated. This kind of data is more suitable to 

be stored using Redux library. 

Redux is a store used to handle the state changes on the application. For instance, a state change 

could be a click (Action) on a button, where the application should show (View) a specific 

content (the Reducer recognizes the action’s type) that is stored in the Redux store. This process 

will repeat itself whenever the button is clicked.  

To implement a suitable container, the developer must go through three steps: 

• Implement the store, which must contain all the states. 

• Implement the Actions that describe the action’s types. 

• The Reducers deal with the actions based on a specific case. 

In addition, Reducers are pure functions that take a previous state and an action as parameters 
[17]. Redux deals with the synchronous operation while handling asynchronous operations (i.e., 

network requests and crash reporting) requires the use of Redux Middleware.  
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2.4.1.1 Redux middleware and Redux Thunk (RT) 

Redux middleware allows developers to place a custom logic that can be placed between the 

Action and the Reducer, which can help to solve the problem of calling the CatFish APIs, as 

shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3 - Overview of how Redux middleware works. 

Programmers use the Redux middleware for logging, crash reporting, routing, and handling 

side effects. There are many types of Redux middleware the most commonly used one is called 

RT, which returns a function instead of an action when the Action is being called. RT enables 

developers to fetch data using both synchronous and asynchronous logic. The asynchronous 

functions run in the background while other JS codes will still run regardless. The async 

function will eventually stop giving some return values and handle the returning values [18]. 

RT gives the developers the room to eliminate side effects and move their complex logic out 

of components, make asynchronous logic and dispatch multiple actions over time. 

Additionally, it enables accessing the getState argument to make decisions or include other 

state values in Action. 

2.4.2 Fetch and Axios 

One of the most important tasks of the front-end team while building a website is to help users 

of the web application to communicate with the servers which can happen through the HTTP 

protocol. This could happen by using different libraries like Fetch or Axios. Fetch and Axios 

are extremely similar when it comes to functionality as both libraries help to handle requests 

and responses to and from servers, respectively [19]. 

Fetch is a simple library to handle HTTP requests and their responses, it supports most modern 

browsers. Fetch uses the fetch() method that simply takes the path to the resource as an 

argument then it returns a Promise, the status of the request, if the request fails due to any 

problem, the Promise gets rejected, otherwise, the Promise is resolved [20].  

Axios is a promise-based HTTP client for node.js and browsers, as it is defined on their website. 

Axios helps to make XMLHttpRequests from browsers by the client and it provides HTTP 

requests from the node.js. Axios allows its users to perform changes on data before sending a 
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request and after receiving a response. It also allows canceling requests if needed. Another 

important advantage of Axios is the protection against Cross Site Request Forgery CSRF, also 

known as XSRF, which is an attack on web applications where a browser becomes a tool for 

the attacker against the website. Axios does support all modern browsers as well. It is a perfect 

choice for us to handle HTTP requests and responses because Fetch handles the JSON data in 

two steps first, it makes the actual request and then calls the JSON method on the response, 

unlike Axios, which can transform JSON data automatically [21]. Figure 4 below summarizes 

the workflow of Axios and Redux store. 

 
Figure 4 - Workflow of the Axios with Redux store. 

2.4.3 Apache Echarts (AE) 

Many visualization libraries provide functions to display the data in diagrams. Those libraries 

provide excellent features (i.e., colorizing options, data zooming, and shading). AE is an open-

source visualization library that makes it possible to plot the received data from the API calls. 

AE is compatible with all the popular web browsers like Chrome and Firefox. AE is based on 

a light graphic library called zRender. The primary purpose of AE is to plot the back-end data 

in charts. Therefore, AE’s charts can plot directional information, relationships, multi-

dimensional data, and combinations [22]. 
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2.4.4 Leaflet 

The CatFish website requires a map component to track the positions of the vehicles. Many JS 

libraries make it easy for developers to implement this component in their web applications. 

One of these libraries is Leaflet, an open-source JS library used for interactive maps. Leaflet 

has all the mapping functionality most developers ever need, and it is known for its simplicity 

and high performance. The library works on mobile and desktop web applications. The 

mapping offered by Leaflet includes features such as zoom-in-out and scale. Moreover, Leaflet 

is utilized with the CSS feature to make the zoom-in and zoom-out work more smoothly, 

improving performance. The library relays on the OpenMapApi, which is a well-documented 

API with a simple and readable source code. [23].  
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2.5 APIs 

APIs is a software intermediary that enables two applications to communicate with each other. 

This section discussed helpful APIs for building the CatFish website based on the requirement 

specification. 

2.5.1 YouTubeAPI 

YouTubeAPI is an efficient tool for embedding a video to a website. It requires calling the 

YouTube API to return the desired video on the website HTML page. It is a free and commonly 

used tool with attractive features like making a stream play automatically, starting a stream at 

a specific time, inserting a caption to a stream, and not allowing other sites to use the video on 

external sites. In addition, embedding videos from YouTube is optimized to play reliably on 

different devices and browsers [24].  

2.5.2 OpenMapAPI 

OpenMapAPI is an open-source API that allows developers to add a map to their websites. 

OpenMapAPI covers all regions, and it is the supplier of famous mapping libraries like Leaflet. 

It is considered a source for a vast amount of maps supplying data for many websites. Many 

users passionate about mapping ensure steady growth of the API database [25]. 

2.5.3 MapBox API (MB) 

MB is an open JS API used to have maps on any web application. MB was founded in 2010 to 

provide environmental organizations with map data and analysis. MB tools help the developers 

to integrate map services into websites. MB has a few advantages compared to its competitors 

like GoogleMapAPI and OpenMapAPI. Using MB is easy because it allows the customization 

of the map thanks to its tools that give the developers the ability to add objects and change 

colors and fonts. Another advantage of using MB is that it has an offline mode that offers full 

support for most of its features in offline maps, increasing the website's stability. MB does not 

cover all regions, which can be considered a disadvantage [24, 26].  

2.5.4 Google Map API 

The Google map API covers 99% of the world, and it has over 1 billion active users per month, 

making them the most popular API for maps in the world. The Google map API provides 

accurate data and real-time updates using its satellite and other technologies. This API is 

designed to meet the needs of any industry. The Google map API is not open source and is very 

costly to be used, which is why it is not suitable for our needs [24, 27]. 
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2.6 Data Communication 

Real-time data in web application involves server and client, where the client getting updates 

from the server immediately without refreshing the webpage. There are many different methods 

for real time data communication. In the paragraph below a comparison between HTTP and 

WebSocket would be explained. 

2.6.1 HTTP Protocol 

HTTP is a one-directional communication protocol between the client and the server. The client 

sends a request in the form of HTTP or HTTPS, and if the server gets the request, it sends a 

response to the client, and the connection gets closed. HTTP runs on top of connection-oriented 

protocol (TCP). It guarantees the delivery of data packets by resending lost packets. Figure 5 

below explains the HTTP Connection process. The HTTP protocol is used for fetching old data 

or in case the client wants to get the data only once [28]. 

 
Figure 5 - An overview of HTTP Connection. 

2.6.2 WebSocket Protocol 

WebSocket is a bidirectional communication protocol that allows data transmission between 

client and server using the established connection channel. The connection remains alive until 

either the client or the server closes it. The WebSocket protocol starts with a Request from the 

client, and it follows up with HandShaking from the server. When the connection happens, the 

WebSocket connection starts, and exchanging data takes place in the channel until either of the 

parties terminates it [28]. Figure 6 shows the flowchart of the WebSocket connection. 
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Figure 6 - An overview of establishing a WebSocket channel 

WebSocket is used for gaming applications, chat applications, and real-time web applications 

like trading, monitoring, and notification applications. Making it a perfect alternative for the 

CatFish website because WebSocket guarantees a fast-stable connection between client and 

server, where the data that is pushed continually from the backend would display on the website 

in real-time even without refreshing the website [29]. Figure 7 below explains the working 

mechanism of a WebSocket connection. 

 
Figure 7 - Workflow of the WebSocket connection. 
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2.7 Other Technologies and Terms That Bring the Solution To the 

CatFish problem: 

2.7.1 Website Builders (i.e., WordPress) 

Website builders are tools that help developers and people without any prior knowledge in 

programming to create websites. Most of them provide fixed templates and different plug-ins 

to add stylization to templates. Some website builders provide hosting services as well. There 

are many website builders like WordPress, Wix, Weebly, etc. 

WordPress is the world’s most popular site builder. It is a tool that helps users create powerful 

websites without typing a single line of code. According to the WordPress website, 43% of the 

websites in the world are built on WordPress. It provides an efficient and flexible control 

management system that makes it possible for users without pre-knowledge in programming 

to only pick and drag templates to create a website. WordPress started as a blogging platform, 

and it grew into the first option for many users whether they are creating a blog, E-commerce, 

or a simple website for their companies, etc [30]. 

WordPress’s templates and themes are fixed; some of them are open-source, meaning that a 

developer could get the source code to make wanted changes, but this will be an expensive 

time process because, in many cases, the source code is not well documented. While other 

templates are not open-source, they could be modified if a template editor is available.  

Another drawback of WordPress is slowness because sometimes templates and themes carry 

many functions that exist in the code for those templates, but it is hidden from view simply 

because it is not needed. Another disadvantage of this framework is that it is built to work with 

the MySql database. Using another database than MySql with WordPress could come with 

some difficulties. WordPress is not the perfect choice because of these limitations and 

restrictions mentioned above [31].  

2.7.2 Version Control Systems (VCS) 

VCS have many good features [32]: 

• They allow developers to collaborate while coding and implementing different 

projects without overwriting the source code. In other words, the VCS allow its users 

to undo changes they made and go back to the older versions of the project if anything 

goes wrong.  

• VCS enable users to leave explanations of what they did and why. 

• VCS have a sandbox (branching and merging) that lets developers make changes in an 

isolated area and test it. Then the users can merge those changes into the original code 

base if there are no problems with the new changes. 
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2.7.2.1 git:  

The most common VCS tool is git [33], it is a free and open-source, easy to learn, and efficient 

way to store source code. With git, developers can handle everything in a project regardless of 

how small or big the project is [34]. git is an essential tool when working in real-life applications 

because it ensures that no conflict in code is happening between the developers that are working 

on the same project [35]. 

2.7.2.2 Github: 

Github is a website built on git to share software on the internet. Millions of developers and 

companies use Github to build and maintain their software in the cloud. Github is free and 

open-source. The most popular development platforms allow users to edit code by request and 

push and keep tracking all the changes on the source code on the project they are working on. 

Furthermore, Github could be an extraordinary tool that saves developers much time, thanks to 

friendly people who share their code so developers can build their projects on top of other 

people’s works. Github is a vital technology to be familiar with before entering the work market 
[36, 37]. 

2.7.3 ThingSpeak 

ThingSpeak is an Internet of Things (IoT) analytics platform service (visualization, analysis) 

for real-time data streams in the cloud. ThinkgSpeak analysis is performed using Matlab, and 

it is mainly used for energy and environment monitoring. The service could be used on mobiles 

app (Android and iOS) and computer devices. Authorized users will be able to see the data by 

logging into their accounts on the ThingSpeak server. The login process comes with high 

security [38]. 

Despite ThingSpeak's valuable features, CatFish would not prefer to share its data with third-

party companies, meaning ThingSpeak and similar existing solutions are not an option. 

Another drawback of this service is that it is costly. Big companies, organizations, and 

governments use ThingSpeak to monitor and analyze real-time data.
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3 Materials and Methods 

3.1 Methodology 

After researching frontend development and its different tools and why those tools are 

necessary for this project, it has been decided to choose the following languages and tools: 

The website is built using JS and TS to add dynamic functionalities like buttons and displaying 

animation (Side menu navigation). Another advantage of these languages is that they are 

compatible with the React framework that we have used. 

To keep the website well structured, we used HTML. A combination of CSS and HTML is 

used to stylize the GUI components and keep the layout as neat and clean as possible. CSS 

ensured to place the project's components in the desired place. 

React framework has been our choice due to its useful functions and libraries. React added a 

functionality touch to the whole project. In addition, we used the RR to map the GUI to 

the URLs we decided to create. Our project has several interfaces/pages, and we used the RR 

to run a nested GUI. Also, locally short-term states are stored using the RS in the GUI we 

created. Therefore, we used Redux to store the medium-term states. 

Furthermore, we decided to use the Redux additional library, RT, for the asynchronous logic 

needed in our project to keep a few components running in the background. The map 

components on the website have been created using the Leaflet library, built on OpenMapAPI, 

which is entirely free to use, unlike its competitors. Axios was the technology that we picked 

to fetch the back-end data. Meanwhile, we have imported the WebSocket package to the 

website application to deal with the real-time data. 

To keep the project in a good structure and to fulfill the need to collaborate with other teams, 

we used the git VCS tool. CatFish covered all the costs, for example, the cost of the design 

sketch and the future hosting with the website's domain name. 
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3.2 Testing 

Throughout project's development, it is crucial to ensure that everything works as expected and 

adding new features does not cause regressions in existing ones. A good test should be 

automated and can be run as many times as needed [39]. The most common test types are the 

following.  

• The Unit Test: 

These tests almost every class by passing inputs to the class and observing the 

expected results. 

• Integration Tests: 

These test several components and ensure they work well together and accomplish the 

required functionality and prevent any side effects that may appear [40].  

• Functional Testing: 

It is to ensure that the functions of the CatFish website work as they should. The test 

cases used in this process are related to the user requirements. The methods and 

functions will be tested by feeding different input values, analyzing the output they 

give, and observing whether they match our expectations. Functional testing is crucial 

because functions could give errors with some input values. After implementing the 

functional testing, we improve and develop our functions to avoid such errors. 

• Usability Testing: 

Usability testing, so-called User Experience testing, and it is a way to see how easy and 

simple it is to use the CatFish website by real users. Some of the CatFish members will 

voluntarily complete some tasks on the website, and we will examine if they complete 

the tasks successfully. In addition to that, this testing method will include time 

measurements to ensure low latency. At the end of Usability Testing, we will identify 

some changes and adjustments to improve the website's usability. The performance 

must satisfy the members of CatFish because they will be the website's users in the 

future[41]. 

• Compatibility Testing: 

Where we make sure that the website is compatible with different browsers and 

operating systems. 

• Performance Testing: 

The performance testing is our last testing process, and it is a way to test the response 

time and resiliency of the CatFish website. Performance Testing will be performed 

using two tools: React-performance-testing, a powerful library to test React or 

ReactNative runtime performance [42] by counting renders and render time. The second 

one is GTmetrix, a website that offers useful features to test the speed, response time, 

and stability of the website, but more factors will play a role, like the host server [43]. 
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3.3 Results Analysis 

To ensure that the requirement specifications are fulfilled, we have chosen the following tests 

for the different features of our website as a way to evaluate the functionality and 

performance of the website. Here, we mention the feature to be tested, how the test will be 

conducted and the expected results in the case of success. 

Data monitoring webpage: 

1. Test if the data response of the dynamic data matches the data in the diagrams. 

How to test: by printing the data response on the console and observing the start, 

middle, and end point of the diagrams. 

Expected results: the values are identical between the response and the values 

shown in the charts. 

2. Check if the weather box (in the data monitoring) displays the correct weather 

condition. 

How to test: by comparing the data shown in the box and data from Google 

Weather. 

Expected results: weather box component’s information matches the current 

weather condition with a margin of error (±2°). 

Live stream webpage: 

3. Test input validation (e.g., letters instead of numbers) using the RCS: 

How to test: entering invalid values in RCS fields and observe (functionality 

test). 

Expected results: the user will not be able to submit any invalid values. 

4. Test using the live stream page when the user has blocked YouTube requests.  

How to test: by blocking the YouTube websites using a chrome extension (i.e., 

uBlock), try to use the live stream page and see if other live stream web page 

components, such as the map and the RCS, work as expected (usability test). 

Expected results: the user will be able to use any other components without 

further issues.  

5. Test using the map when no data is transmitted from the vehicles: 

How to test: stop the real-time data transmission (from the server) and observe 

the map component behaviour (functionality test).  

Expected results: the user will be able to see the map, but the pointer will point 

at its default location without moving. 

6. Test subscribing manually to a non-existing real-time channel:  

How to test: by manually subscribing to a non-existing channel in the 

WebSocket connection (functionality test). 

Expected results: the website will not show any real-time data in the map and 

diagrams, and the user will not be able to remote control the vehicles.  
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Live data: 

7. Test if the graph control panel switches between the sensors and if the switched graph 

is correct. 

How to test: by switching between all the sensors visualization and observing 

diagrams (usability test) 

Expected results: the user should be able to switch between different diagrams, 

and each diagram should match its data. 

 

8. Test that WebSocket connection is secured by an authorization method. 

How to test: by using API URL path (in case of a cyber attacker got the correct 

API URL path) inside a WebSocket tester (i.e., Pie socket) and see if they get 

any real-time data. 

Expected results: the user will not able to receive any data. 
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4 Results: 

The overall objective of this project is to create a fully functional website that contains three 

pages according to the requirement specifications. The website application has successfully 

been created by using a combination of different languages, frameworks, libraries, and 

technologies that have been mentioned in Section 3.1. The web pages have been implemented 

and matched with their specific URL. We have implemented a menu to navigate between them. 

4.1 The Website User Interface (UI) 

The overall design of the website application matched the provided sketch with all details and 

components. The pages are divided into different box components. Each represents its mission, 

whether it is data visualization (Data from Cat and Fish sensors), data tables, or control buttons. 

The user can switch between different web pages by using the header menu, where all of the 

web pages are nested URLs. 

4.2 Data Monitoring 

The process of data fetching from the APIs was completed using the Axios library. The 

fetched data is stored in the Redux store. 

After that, the stored data is converted into readable measurements represented as charts, 

diagrams, and tables. Since there are many charts to be displayed (Dissolved Oxygen, Ph 

temperature, Sonar, etc.), we added a good feature where the user could decide which charts to 

be displayed. Thanks to Redux store technology, all the fetched data from APIs are saved even 

while navigating between webpages. The left side of Figure 8 below shows how we managed 

to fetch the dynamic data from the servers. At the same time, the right side shows those data 

displayed as diagrams using AE.  

 
Figure 8 - Fetched data and its representation. 
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4.3 Real-time Data 

We have successfully fetched the collected data from vehicles' sensors in real-time using 

WebSocket technology. Therefore, we used the Echart library to visualize these data in the 

form of scatter diagrams, as shown in Figure 9. 

 
Figure 9 - A plot of a scatter diagram. 

Furthermore, we add a feature that allows the user to switch between different diagrams using 

the website's control panel, as shown in Figure 10. 

 
Figure 10 - An overview of diagrams' control panel. 
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4.4 Remote-Control System (RCS) and Streaming 

We created the UI of the RCS for the Cat and the Fish on the website application using HTML 

and CSS, as shown in Figure 11 below. The RCSs' UI consists of fields and a button where the 

first field is responsible for turning the Cat with the submitted angle. The second field is in 

charge of the speed of the Fish. The third field is responsible for submitting the depth of the 

Fish in the water. When we fill the angel, speed, or depth and submit them. An order will be 

transmitted to the WebSocket server. Entering invalid values has been tested in Section 4.5. 

 

Figure 11 - An overview of RCSs' UI. 

Two videos have been embedded into the website application using Youtube API, and these 

videos will be replaced with live streaming when the drone is ready. Figure 12 shows the 

embedded videos on the website application. 

 
Figure 12- The embedded videos on the website application. 

The map has been inserted into the website application using Leaflet and its OpenMapApi, as 

shown in Figure 13. The map’s purpose is to keep track of the vehicle’s positions.  
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Figure 13 - The map on the website. 

4.5 Project Testing 

The website application was tested using mock data stored in back-end servers. A functional 

test was performed by implementing unit tests for the most important functions, like fetching 

dynamic data using Axios and AE functions. These tests ensured that the functions work as 

expected without any bugs. 

The website has been tested on different browsers like Google Chrome and Firefox. 

Furthermore, we tested the website application on three different operating systems: Windows, 

Mac, and Linux (compatibility test). User Expreince was tested through the CatFish members 

who performed a dry run of the website. The feedback from Alireza Esmaeilzadeh, the leader 

of the CatFish project, and the other members indicated that the UI is user-friendly.  
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At the end of the project, we performed the tasks presented in Section 3.2 and here are the 

results we got. 

1. Test if the data response of the dynamic data matches the data in the diagrams: 

This test was successfully performed, and both data response and data in the diagrams 

match. This test ensures that the fetched data are correct before and after storing it on 

the Redux store. 

2. Check if the weather box (in the data monitoring) displays the correct weather 

condition: 

The weather box provided accurate data compared with the weather provided by 

google. 

3. Test input validation (e.g., letters instead of numbers) using the RCS: 

This test was successfully performed. The user was not able to put any invalid values. 

4. Test using the live stream page when the user has blocked the YouTube using a 

chrome extension: 

The user had no issues with other components on the live stream page. 

5. Test to use the map when no data is transmitting from the vehicles: 

This test was successfully performed, the user will be able to see only the default state, 

and the position pointer did not move.  

6. Test subscribing manually to a non-existing real-time channel: 

The test was successfully performed, and the user gets a message that says it is a non-

existing channel.  

7. Test if the graph control panel switches between the sensors and if the switched 

graph is correct: 

The user was able to switch between graphs without issues, and by observing the graph, 

all the diagrams displayed the correct data.  

8. Test that WebSocket connection is secured by an authorization method: 

The WebSocket connection was successfully established, which means that the real-

time data is not protected and can be exposed. This issue has been reported to the 

other teams.  
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5 Discussion 

5.1 Results Comparison 

In a similar project about the data monitoring of water quality [4], the author decided to build 

an android application to present their data instead of creating a website. Their application is 

exclusive to android devices, whereas our solution will work with different any device (i.e., 

Computers, mobiles, and tablets). In contrast to our project, they present their collected data in 

the form of tables (i.e., Simple Fields). This might be suitable for their requirement, 

nonetheless, tables are static and do not show the change over time, a drawback we overcame 

through charts. One of the valuable features in their mapping component is that it does not only 

show the location of the sensor but also the measurements collected in that location. It only 

takes the user to click on the desired location from which they have collected data to show the 

information. 

Another relevant work is the one in [5] where the authors display their collected data from water 

bodies using ThingSpeak (discussed in more detail in Section 2.7.3). With ThingSpeak, it is 

easy to zoom in and read different diagrams. In addition, the researchers could share different 

diagrams and add comments to them. Our choice of AE library for data representation made it 

difficult to change the scale where we consider our diagram size a weak point. Nevertheless, 

subscribing to services like ThingSpeak is very costly and it is a third party that would have a 

hold on the collected data which is not preferred by the CatFish team. 

5.2 Future Enhancement of the CatFish Project 

This section discusses what improvements could be implemented on the CatFish website for 

the next prototype. We break these improvements into 3 parts, the first part discusses the User 

Interface/ User Experience (UI/UX), the second section, describes how the stream from the 

drone should have been and the obstacles that we faced, and our temporary solution, the last 

part illumines the RCS for the drone.  

5.2.1 Improvement of User Interface/ User Experience (UX/UI) of the Website. 

• The next prototype of the CatFish website can contain a component that allows users 

to restore the displayed data of a specific timestamp, rather than reading it from the 

chart. This feature could be essential for the researchers if they wanted to analyze the 

collected data. 

• To display different diagrams (Cats sensors, fish sensors), in full-screen mode/zoom-in 

mode is another valuable optimization for the UX/UI that could help the researcher to 

focus on a specific diagram. 

• The design of the weather box could include more stylized details like sun, rain, and 

wind icons instead of plain text. 
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5.2.2 Implementing the Remote-Control System (RCS) For the Bird. 

The RCS of the drone could be implemented and added to the RCS for the Cat and Fish. A 

developer could make the system more autonomous by adding features that submit speed and 

angle values for a selected time interval to improve this RCS. For instance, the user could 

change the vehicle's angle and speed by scheduling the values after two hours. 

5.2.3 Recommendation  

The developers might use another visualization library to represent the data in the following 

prototype. The AE library required many configurations, and it was not easy to deal with it. 

We could not manage to have the diagrams in a larger dimension. Another library that could 

be a better choice for visualization is Recharts. 

5.3 Social Aspects of the CatFish Website 

One value of CatFish website is providing researchers with a data visualization tool, which 

saves them much time and improves their research outcomes. Another advantage of the website 

is giving the user of the site the ability to control the vehicles remotely and make the monitoring 

process more efficient and economical. Making the lives of researchers easier can bring 

benefits not only to the society, which is taking a step closer to having clean water, but also to 

the research community that usually suffers from work-life imbalance. Helping people access 

safe water is what this website, together with CatFish, aims for. 

From an economical point of view, the website would make the CatFish project more attractive 

and efficient, leading to more funding in the future. When the project is completed and ready 

to be on the market, the features provided by the website would be an excellent trait to increase 

sales and income. 
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6 Conclusions 

We have successfully implemented a fully functional website application for the CatFish 

project. The website will help researchers analyze the collected data from a water pollution 

monitoring system that constitutes sensors on three types of vehicles (i.e., Cat, Fish, and 

Drone). The website application includes a visualization for all data, embedded videos from 

Youtube API, and a UI for the RCS of the Cat and Fish. Representing these data in a readable, 

clear, and filterable way is important to facilitate extracting information for researchers and 

other interested authorities (although so far access to the website is limited to the CatFish 

employees only). Furthermore, enabling remote control of vehicles from the website can make 

the taking samples process more flexible.  
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